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ABSTRACT 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has become an appealing field of research because of its wide range of applications 
in different fields. In recent years, a significant amount of research has focused on improving network lifetime irrespec-
tive of the network throughput. This paper focuses on improving network throughput by using efficient coding tech-
niques and different coding schemes without affecting the lifetime. It is shown that throughput increases with the in-
crease of the BCH coding rate. Also, the use of multi coding is investigated. Different rates/codes are studied between 
sensor nodes and the network master (NM) and between the NM and the sink. 
 
Keywords: WSN; BCH; AWGN; Rayleigh Fading 

1. Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consist of hundreds or 
thousands of multi-functioning sensor nodes where each 
sensor is capable of sensing its surrounding and process-
ing data. WSN has a wide range of applications in dif-
ferent fields such as environmental monitoring, electro-
magnetic pollution monitoring, military, industrial and 
medical applications [1-5]. The main problem in WSN is 
that the sensor nodes have limited power capacity. There- 
fore, prolonging network lifetime is essential in sensor 
networks [2,6]. 

In some applications such as health or medical appli- 
cations, lifetime is not the only concern; receiving the 
data of all sensors correctly at the sink might be more im- 
portant to prevent making any wrong decision at the sink 
[4]. In a noisy environment, it is more difficult to receive 
all data correctly at the sink. Therefore, using Error Cor-
recting Codes (ECC) is essential in sensor networks to 
improve data integrity [6,7] in spite of its adverse effect 
on the lifetime due to the energy required for the encod-
ing and decoding processes. 

This work focuses on improving network throughput 
without affecting the lifetime by introducing a simple 
hardware implementation for the encoding and decoding 
circuits of the used coding technique. BCH codes with 
different rates are used as example of ECC. BCH codes 
are capable of correcting multiple errors according to the 
chosen design parameters [7,8]. Also, two different cod-
ing schemes are studied. In the first scheme, the same 
code is used between the sensor and Network Master 

(NM) and between the NM and the sink. In the second 
scheme, two different rates/codes are used; the first be-
tween the sensor and the NM and another between the 
NM and the sink. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 
the previous work. Section 3 describes the proposed al-
gorithm, the network parameters and the calculation of 
the processing energy when coding is used. Section 4 
describes the effect of using a single coding scheme on 
network performance and the effect of the role of the NM 
on network lifetime and throughput. Section 5 describes 
the multi coding scheme and the simulation results. Fi-
nally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2. Previous Work 

As mentioned before, lifetime prolongation is one of the 
main concerns in WSN. Therefore, choosing the suitable 
routing technique is one of the important factors to obtain 
energy management; also, maintaining the suitable algo-
rithm inside the network is one of the main concerns in 
WSN. The proposed algorithms in [9] deal with all sen-
sors as one network. One of the sensors in the whole 
network is selected as a master. It is called a Network 
Master node. The Network Master or the NM for the 
network receives data from the other sensors in the net-
work, performs data aggregation and compression to 
remove redundancy and sends the useful information to 
the sink or base station. It is assumed that all the sensors 
are aware of their positions; therefore, the sink has 
knowledge about the whole network and is responsible 
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for selecting the NMs. It then informs all other sensors 
about the current NM. Two algorithms were investigated. 
The first algorithm consists of rounds, each starting with 
the NM selection by the sink. This node remains as NM 
for a fixed number of cycles “Cf”, after which a new 
round starts. Before the selection of the NM, the energies 
of sensors are compared with two thresholds. The first 
threshold is the energy required by each sensor to trans-
mit its data to the farthest possible NM node for one 
complete round. A sensor that has energy below this 
threshold, means that it is no longer active and cannot 
perform any useful function. The second threshold is the 
energy required by the sensor to act as an NM. This is the 
energy needed for one complete round. It is calculated 
for each sensor according to its distance from the sink. A 
sensor that has energy below this threshold, cannot act as 
an NM for the network. This algorithm increased the 
lifetime compared to LEACH and LEACH-C algorithms 
[10, 11]; however, some energy will remain (residual 
energy) after network failure. Therefore, another algo-
rithm was developed in [9]. This algorithm is simply run 
once at the sink based on its knowledge of the sensors 
locations. The sink can calculate the energy consumed by 
any sensor node to send to another node and the energy 
consumed by any node to send to the sink. Assume that 
each sensor acts as an NM for a certain number of cycles 
“Ci”, before and after which it acts as an ordinary node 
(active node). Since each sensor will act as a NM only 
once for “Ci” cycles, then the total lifetime, in number of 
cycles, is the summation of the different “Ci”s of the 
sensors inside the network and is calculated according to 
the following relation: 

Sensor ij
E  E

important issue in many WSN applications in order to 

H code is consid-
er

                 (1) 

for  1, 2, ,j M 
where Ei is the initial energy (it equals 2J) and M is the 
number of sensor nodes. 

Using this algorithm the residual energy is reduced 
(close to zero) and the lifetime is improved compared to 
the first algorithm. Furthermore, different geometric dis-
tributions were examined in [12] instead of the random 
distribution and different sink locations were investigated 
in order to prolong the lifetime.  

However, some points are not investigated in [9,12] 
such as, improving the network throughput which may be 
essential in critical applications. Also, improving net-
work lifetime in case of no data aggregation is not inves-
tigated. Therefore, attempts to investigate these points 
are introduced in the next sections. 

3. The Proposed Algorithm and Network 
Parameters 

The use of Error correcting code (ECC) is becoming an 

guarantee data integrity at the destination (sink) [7]. In 
multi hop WSN, there are multiple hops between the 
sensor node and the sink. Consequently, more errors will 
be introduced due to noise on these hops. In this paper, 
only two hops are considered; the first one from the sen-
sor node to the NM and the other one from the NM to the 
sink. Therefore, the following assumptions are made. 
Sensors encode the data and send it to the NM that col-
lects the data from all sensors, decodes it then re-encodes 
the data again before sending it to the sink. It is also as-
sumed that the encoding and decoding processes are part 
of the hardware architecture of the sensor node and the 
processing energy for encoding or decoding is assumed 
to be the number of binary operations multiplied by the 
energy per binary operation [13]. This energy per binary 
operation operE can be defined as the processing energy 
of a two-in OR gate that is implemented using static 
or dynamic CMOS. The design using static CMOS is 
assumed in this research because it is widely used in 
sensor networks [1,14] and the value of the energy per 
binary operation depends on the fabrication technology 
[15, 16]. Typical values are within the range from 1010 J 
to 1014 J according to the different technologies from old 
to new respectively. These values were used in [17] and 
the results proved that changing these values had very 
low effect on the lifetime. In this research, the value of 
1012J will be used. These assumptions are applied to the 
network parameters given in Table 1. 

As mentioned before, the use of BC

put X

ed. By assuming that each sensor node transmits a 
fixed frame of length L with an amount of data that var-
ies according to the used code, the processing energy for 
encoding (Eenc) and decoding (Edec) will be as follows: 

 2E k t N E E             (2) enc s oper oh 

dec Syndrome Correction ohE E E E       

where 

    (3) 

 2Syndrome s operE k t N        E       (4) 

 1Correction s operE k t N k N         E     (5) 

 
Table 1. Network Parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Network Size 100 m m×100

Number of Sensors (M) 

ctronics ( ) 50 nJ/bit 

1

(0, 5) 

me Length 

100 

Transmitter /Receiver Ele
elec

E

Transmitter Amplifier ( E ) 
amp 0pJ/bit/m2 

Path Loss Factor (p) 2 

Sink Location −12

Transmitted Fra 2048 bits 
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where k is the information block length, st i
ua

th

s the number 
his number is eq differ-of added parity bits; t l to the 

ence between the codeword length and e information 
block length, N is the number of codewords in the trans-
mitted frame and ohE  is the overhead energy due to the 
firmware instructions in the sensor’s microprocessor (Eoh 
is assumed to be a percentage of the coding processing 
energy). 

Based on all the previous assumptions and using the 
second algorithm in [9], the total energy consumed by 
the NM (that includes receiving the encoded data from 
nodes, decoding it, then encoding the corrected data to 
send it to the sink) and the energy consumed by any sen-
sor node will be as follows: 

1 1

M M M M

NM rx enc dec tx
i i
i j i j

j
E E E E E

 
 

           (6) 
1 1i i

i j i j
 
 


1

M

sensor j NM i enc tx NM
i
i j

j j
E C E C E E 




     j i

for 

where 

L               (8) 

  (7) 

1, 2, ,j M   

rx elecE E   

sink

p

tx elec amp j
E E L E L d             (9) 

p

tx NM elec amp tx NMj i
E E L E L d     

j i     (10) 

where is the receiving energy, is the energy
consum by the NM to transmit a frame of le

rxE  
ed 
, d

txE

NM

 
ngth L to 

the sink sink j
is the distance from the j to the sink, 

tx NMj i
d  is the distance between a sensor and the NM, 

tx NMj i
E  is the energy consumed for transmission by the 
node when it acts as an active node and jC  is the 

r of Cycles allocated to NMj and is calculated ac-
cording to Equation (1). 

4. Single Coding Scheme 

numbe

-
ffect of using the single 

where r is the code rate of the used coding 
the sensor node and BER is the bit error rate and is de-

tigated to see the 
ef

 channel. The figure shows that the 
th

e used code. 
Th

As mentioned before, data throughput is expected to im
prove when using ECC. The e
coding scheme on the network throughput (T) will be 
studied next. T can be defined as the amount of informa-
tion that can correctly reach the sink during the lifetime. 
It can be calculated according to the following equation: 

 
1 1

1
M M

i j
j i

i j

T BER L r C
 



           (11) 

technique at 

fined as the number of errors in the received frame by the 
sink divided by the total frame length. 

In this single coding scheme, the sensor and the NM 
will use the same BCH code with the same length. Dif-

ferent lengths of BCH code are inves
fect of using a low rate BCH code of high error cor-

recting capability and a high rate BCH code of low error 
correcting capability, on network performance. A simu-
lation model is built using MATLAB [18] to study the 
effect of using this scheme on network lifetime and 
throughput. The WSN lifetimes when using different 
lengths of BCH are shown in Table 2. These values 
prove that the use of the BCH code has very low effect 
on network lifetime using the suggested hardware im-
plementation. It produces almost the same lifetime as that 
of the uncoded system (noise free system) which is equal 
to 2950 cycles. 

Figure 1 shows the throughput over the lifetime for 
different rates of BCH code over additive white Gaussian 
noise (AWGN)

roughput of the high-rate BCH code such as the (511, 
484) outperforms the throughput of low-rate BCH code 
such as the (511, 148) or the (511, 304). This is in spite 
of the fact that the low rate codes provide a lower BER 
than high rate codes (as shown in Figure 2). 

The rationale behind these results is investigated next. 
In this single coding scheme, the NM transmits a frame of 
fixed length irrespective of the code rate of th

is means that the energy consumed for transmission will 
be the same for any BCH code length. The processing 
 

Table 2. The lifetime of different lengths of BCH code. 

Lifetime (Cycles) 
BCH Code Length 

oper
E  = 1012 J 

(511, 484) 2943 

(511, 304) 2941 

(511, 148) 2940 
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Figure 1. Throughput (in bits) over the lifetime for different 
lengths of the BCH code. 
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Figure 2. BER of different lengths of the BCH code. 
 
energy of the BCH code (that can differentiate between 
its different lengths) is negligible compared to the trans-
mitting energy using the proposed hardware implementa-
tion. Therefore, the different rates BCH code used in this 
scheme will have almost the same lifetime and the code 
rate will be the main factor that affects the overall 
throughput. Consequently, using this scheme causes the 
throughput of the high rate BCH code such as the (511, 
484) to outperform the throughput of the low rate BCH 
codes such as the (511, 304) or the (511, 148). 

In order to generalize the result for any frame length, 
the throughput is calculated as a ratio to the frame length. 
Figure 3 shows the throughput of different BCH code 
lengths as a ratio of the frame length. It is clear from this 
figure that the throughput using the (511, 484) BCH at 
the high SNR reaches its maximum value which is the 
cod  be 
qual to 94.7% of any frame length used. In contrast, the 

d (4) and 
co

e rate (0.947). This means that the throughput will
e
throughput using the (511, 148) BCH code cannot exceed 
0.29 (its code rate value). Therefore, the maximum throu- 
ghput will represent only 29% from any frame length. 

As mentioned before, the lifetimes of systems with 
different BCH rates, are almost the same. But the lifetime 
of a system with a low rate code is slightly lower than 
that of a system with a high rate code, as shown in Table 
2. Since the processing energy for the encoding and de-
coding processes is directly proportional to the amount of 
added parity as seen in Equations (1), (3) an

nsequently to the error correcting capability, the sys-
tem with the low rate code and high error correcting ca-
pability will consume more energy than the system with 
the high rate code and low error correcting capability. So, 
the simulation is performed at another energy per opera-
tion, namely 1010 J (the highest energy per operation in 
the assumed range) and the corresponding values of life-
time is shown in Table 3. The values show that the low 
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Figure 3. Throughput relative to the frame length for dif-
ferent BCH code rates 
 
Table 3. Lifetime due to different lengths of the BCH code. 

Lifetime (Cycles) 
BCH Code Length 

 = 1010 J 
oper

E

(511, 484) 2850 

(511, 304) 2820 

(511, 148) 2590 

 
rate BCH codes produce a lower lifetime than the high 
rate BCH codes; consequently, the overall throughput 
over the lifetime for low rate codes is less than the over-
all throughput over the lifetime of the high rate codes. 

Therefore, this result confirms the fact that the throu- 
ghput over the lifetime of the high rate BCH code out- 

 
y per operation. 

fixed data length and variable frame length. This means 
th ve the same a and each 
sens e with length o 
the code rate d. The simulation hat the 
lengt ansmitted frame usin high rate codes 
is sm red to that of the low  code. This me- 
ans th rgy consumed for tr  of 
igh rate codes is less than that of the low rate codes. 

performs the throughput over the lifetime of the low rate 
BCH code irrespective of the frame length and the ene-
rg

The single coding scheme is investigated next with 

at all sensors ha
or transmits a fram

 amount of dat
 varying according t

use
h of the tr

results show t
g the 

all compa  rate
at the ene ansmission in case

h
Therefore, the lifetime of the system with high rate code 
such as the (511, 484) BCH is higher than the lifetime of 
the system with the low rate code such as the (511, 148) 
BCH. Consequently, the throughput over the lifetime of 
the (511, 484) BCH still outperforms the throughput of 
the low rate code such as the (511, 304) BCH or the (511, 
148) BCH. 

In all the simulation run above, an AWGN channel 
was assumed. In wireless communication, it is necessary 
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to consider the effect of fading as well. Therefore, slow 
fa

ts show a slight increase in lifetime because 
th

e determined 
ac

e codes that 
he NM in the 

high rate codes  

ding with Rayleigh distribution is added to the AWGN 
channel; this is more realistic in sensor networks [8]. The 
simulation results show that the throughput over the life-
time of the high rate BCH code still outperforms the 
overall throughput of the low rate BCH code. However, 
some degradation in the throughput values is noticed in 
comparison to the case of AWGN channel. 

In the above results, the NM performed Decode and 
Encode operations on the received packets from the dif-
ferent sensor nodes. Next, the case where the NM acts as 
a repeater is considered, i.e., the NM collects data from 
sensors and forwards it to the sink without decoding or 
encoding. Table 4 shows the values of the lifetime over 
any SNR and the throughput over the lifetime at SNR = 
4dB (low SNR to show the coding effect).  

The resul
e processing at the NM is negligible using the proposed 

hardware implementation. On the other hand, the case of 
the NM as a repeater may be efficient when using high 
rate codes, where the error correcting capability is small 
and the probability of wrong decoding is high at low 
SNR (the long packets can suffer more errors which 
cannot be detected or corrected). But, in low rate codes, 
the probability of incorrect decoding is very small even if 
at low SNR due their high error correcting capability. 
Consequently, the role of the NM must b

cording to the code rate or the error correcting capabil-
ity of the used coding technique in order to improve 
overall performance. For example, it is preferred that the 
NM act as a repeater for high rate BCH code such as the 
(511, 484) BCH and act as a Decoder/Encoder for low 
rate BCH code such as the (511, 148) BCH. 

5. Multi Coding Scheme in WSN 

As mentioned in the previous section, the problem of 
using the single coding scheme is the code rate of the 
used BCH which is the only factor that affects the throu- 
ghput irrespective of the BER. Furthermore, the lifetime 
remains approximately constant for different lengths of 
BCH code, because the processing energy is negligible 
with respect to the transmitting energy using the pro-
posed hardware implementation. Therefore, another cod- 
ing scheme is investigated to improve overall performa- 
nce. In this scheme, the coding method from the sensor 
to the NM and from the NM to the sink will be comple- 
tely different in length or in type or in both. In the deplo- 
yment area, the average distance from the NM to the sink 
is larger than the distance from the sensor to the NM 
which means that the channel from the NM to the sink is 
noisier than the channel from the sensor to the NM. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to use the low rat
have high error correcting capability at t
link from the NM to the sink and use the 

Table 4. Lifetime and throughput for NM: repeater and 
decoder/encoder. 

Repeater Decoder/Encoder 
BCH Code 

Length Lifetime
(cycles) 

Throughput 
(bits) 

Lifetime 
(cycles) 

Throughput
(bits) 

(511, 484) 2948 5.075×108 2943 4.935×108 

(511, 148) 2947 1.692×108 2940 1.728×108 

 
at the sensor in the link from the sensor to the NM. 

The simulation using MATLAB [18] is performed in 
order to study the effect of using the multi coding 
scheme on network performance. The (511, 484) BCH is 
examined as an example of the high rate code between 
the sensor nodes and the NM and the (511, 148) BCH is 
examined as an example of low rate code between the 
NM and the sink. The simulation results show that this 
method has a very bad effect on the lifetime as shown in 
Table 5. The table shows that the lifetime will be re-
duced by 46% compared to the lifetime of the uncoded 
system. The rationale behind this result is that the appli-
cation of a low ra rom the N in-
c  a of y  as shown in 
Ta Re r th ns m  
f 048 but lle  d ll 
sens d tr its fram differe ese 
l ll b rmi ing e code rate of 

e code that is used by the NM. If the NM uses a low 
nt of 

ad

 5. The values in the table also 
sh

te code f M to the sink 
reases the

ble 5. 
mount data sent b

a se
 the NM

membe t the or trans its a fixed
rame of 2

ors an
 bits 
ansm

the NM co
es of 

cts the
nt lengt

ata from a
hs. Th

engths wi e dete ned accord  to th
th
rate code such as the (511, 148) BCH, the amou

ded parity will be very high and the amount of trans-
mitted data will be very large. Consequently, the energy 
consumed for transmission will increase and the lifetime 
will be reduced which leads to a decrease in the overall 
throughput over lifetime. 

This result is taken a step further by applying the low 
rate code at the sensor in the link between the sensors 
and the NM and the high rate code at the NM in the link 
from the NM to the sink. Simulations show that this 
method has a very good effect on the lifetime. 

The values of lifetime shown in Table 5 prove that the 
lifetime has increased by about 98% compared to the 
case of single coding regardless of the used code rate and 
by about 97% over the lifetime of the uncoded system. 
The reason behind that is the reduction in the transmit-
ting energy consumed at the NM. This reduction is 
caused by the use of a high rate code which adds a rela-
tively small amount of parity to the information and 
makes the total amount of data sent by NM small com-
pared to the previous case and compared to the uncoded 
system. Remember that, in the uncoded system, all bits in 
the frame represent information bits; this causes the NM 
to transmit large amount of data compared to the coded 
system as shown in Table

ow that the amount of data sent by the NM in the case 
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Table 5. Lifetime and amount of data sent by NM in multi 
coding scheme. 

Code Length 
Amount of data sent by

NM per cycle (bits) 
Lifetime
(cycles)

(511, 484) BCH - (511, 148) BCH 661745 1580 

(511, 148) BCH - (511, 484) BCH 61831 5840 

(7, 4) Hamming - (511, 484) BCH 122129 4600 

The uncoded sysetm 202752 2950 

 
of using a low rate then high rate BCH code is equal to 
9% of the amount of data sent by the NM in the case of 
using a high rate then low rate BCH code. 

This great increase in the lifetime affects the through-
put and makes the overall throughput over the lifetime 
outperform the overall throughput of using the low rate 
code at the NM as shown in Figure 4. 

Furthermore, applying different coding techniques in 
the links between the sensor and the NM and then be-
tween the NM and the sink, is investigated. The (7, 4) 
Hamming code is examined  
BCH bet nsors an  s 

by ab  over t
time of the uncoded system. Also the throughput is 

 usin 511,148
a ustification for this increase 
in the throughput is that the code rate of the (7, 4) Ham-
ming code rate o 11, 148  
y about 97%. On the other hand, the lifetime in case of 

ch as the (7, 4) 
is

 instead of the (5
d the NM. Table

11, 148)
5 showween the se

that the lifetime is increased out 56% he life-

greater than the throughput of g the ( ) BCH 
s shown in Figure 4. The j

is larger than the f the (5 ) BCH
b
the (511, 148) BCH outperforms the lifetime in case of 
the (7, 4) Hamming by only 21% and the overall per-
formance using low rate Hamming code su

 better than the overall performance using the low rate 
BCH code. Therefore, using the multi coding scheme 
with low rate then high rate codes is preferred in sensor 
networks. 

6. Conclusions 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has become one of the 
most interesting fields of research where the major chal-
lenge is prolonging network lifetime. But in some appli-
cations where it is necessary to receive the data intact, 
the throughput may be more important. So, this paper 
focuses on improving the throughput without affecting 
the lifetime by using efficient coding techniques to re-
duce the bit error rate and introducing a simple hardware 
implementation for the encoder and decoder circuit of the 
coding technique. The coding is done at both the sensor 
and the NM, where the sensor encodes the data and sends 
it to the NM that decodes then re-encodes the data again 
before sending it to the sink. 

The BCH code is investigated and it is found that the 
encoding and decoding processes suggested in this work 
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Figure 4. Throughput (bits) over Lifetime in Multi Coding 
Scheme. 
 
have a negligible effect on the lifetime and provide al-
most the same lifetime as the uncoded system. Different 
code rates are examined and it is observed that the high 
rate BCH code provides a higher throughput than the low 
rate BCH code by using the single coding scheme. 

The study is taken a step further by examining another 
coding scheme which is the multi coding scheme. It is 
found that using this scheme will be more efficient and 
has a very good effect on network lifetime and through-
put when the low rate BCH code such as the (511, 148) is 
used at the sensor node and the high rate BCH such as 
the (511, 484) is used at the NM. It is found that the life-
time is increased by about 98% over the lifetime of the 
single coding irrespective of the code rate used and by 
about 97% over the lifetime of the uncoded system. 

Furthermore, the (7, 4) Hamming is examined at th

d that the lifetime is increased by about 56% 

. M. 
Daoud, H. H. Amer and H. M. ElSayed, “Monitoring 

e 
sensor node instead of the (511, 148) BCH and by keep-
ing the (511, 484) BCH as a high rate code at the NM. It 

 noticeis
over the lifetime of the uncoded system and the overall 
throughout outperforms the throughput of using the (511, 
148) BCH as a low rate code. 
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